Disegna concept. Disegna is a new
concept in the design of outdoor decking.
A blend of timeless beauty and imagination.
An invitation to create spaces with their
own identity and elegant, places to be
lived and enjoyed. It is a way of seeing that
quality, beauty and simplicity are linked to
pleasure and comfort.

Collections. Disegna present unlimited possibilities of combinations thanks to a wide range of
colours and variety of finishes.
NATURE. It is a tribute to the secrets of the land. Its colours blend into natural surroundings, evoking
nature. These serene tones create a warm welcoming atmosphere.

ANTIQUE. The perfect fusion that combines tradicional and the modern. This trend evokes memories
of the past.

DESIGN. An invitation to live sensations and let creativity run free. Its colours are a source of energy and
inspiration for people with personality.

PRIVÉE. Innate elegance, sensitivity and mystery. The perfect pair to creating intimate, timeless and
minimalist spaces with their own unique touch.

CAPRIZZO. A challenge to convention. Innovative colours that are in line with fashion and invite to get
lost in new sensations.

Our wellbeing guarantee. Material that
remain intact with the passage of time. This
arises from a union of aesthetic properties
and optimum technical characteristic than
guarantee the highest quality and
effectiveness, allowing the product to
provide greater comfort and safety.
Colours stable
over time

Anti-fungal

High resistance
to climate
changes

Low coefficient of
expansion

Low
maintenance

Durability

Homogeneous
low-porosity
formula

Highest quality
polymers

Easy to install

Swinging
fixation

Light

Resistant

Ecological

Components and accesories. The Disegna range comes in two different finishes: grooved and
smooth. Each board is reversible, making it possible to choose the finish when installing the decking. All
these finishes meet the european standards regarding non-slip walking surfaces.
The installation method, incorporating the use of battens and DINAMIX stainless steel fastening clips,
ensures the long-term stability and correct fastening of the decking to the ground. The CURVE skirting
system is flexible when cold; this allows border pieces to be easily laid, even in curved designs.

WPC Proﬁle in
grooved and
smooth ﬁnishes

Grooved and
smooth edge
ﬁnish proﬁle

Flexible Skirting
Board

WPC Joist for
assembling the
decking

139 x 24 x 2000 mm

95 x 24 x 2000 mm

10 x 120 x 2000 mm

40 x 25 x 2000 mm

Stainless steel
central ﬁxing clip
with 4 swinging
holders

Stainless steel
initial ﬁxing clip
with 1 swinging
holder

Kit of white,
surface mounted LEDs
with light sensor

45 x 50 mm

30 x 30 mm

32 mm
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Disegna is a brand of Condepols Group. A Group of companies with more than 50 years´ experience designing and manufacturing polymer products. Condepols
commercialises its products in more than 60 countries, and it centres of developing and manufacturing high added-value products in an environmentally sustainable way.

